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This invention relates to an expandable and . to expand somewhat. There are, moreover,
Contractible buckle and in particular to One
many occasions when it is desired to move the
adapted for use in Wrist Watch bracelets.
Folding buckles have been employed for many

wrist watch farther up on the arm of the wearer

than its normal position. For example, when

years in wrist watch bracelets and other brace washing the hands, it is most desirable to move
lets of similar type. These buckles are designed . the watch up the arm so as to minimize the pos
to unfold so as to materially increase the circum sibility of its becoming damaged through being

ference of the bracelet in order that the bracelet

might be slipped over the hand of the user and,
once the bracelet has been properly positioned,
to fold so that the bracelet is Snugly and comfort
ably secured on the wrist of the wearer. In or

moistened. Similar situations will readily come
.
- With buckles of the prior art, such adjustment
with respect to extensibility is relatively awkward
to mind.

10

to obtain and in addition various unlocking ar
rangements of more or less complex construction
must be provided if the buckle is not to be C0m
Suitable for use with a variety of sizes of Wrists,
and in order particularly to make a given brace 15 pletely unfolded in order to achieve limited ex
tensibility.
let-buckle combination adaptable in a comfort
It is the prime object of the present invention
able manner to the wrist of a given user as the
to devise a folding buckle which is readily ad
circumference of the wrist varies due to tempera
der to render the bracelet-buckle combination

ture changes, activity and so forth, such buckles
have in the past been provided with slidable
members the position of which, with respect to
the buckle proper, may be adjusted within limits.
It has been customary to provide for Such ad
justability by means of a pawl and ratchet ar
rangement, whereby the slidable member may be
slid into contracted position upon the application

20

justable both in the direction of contractibility
and expensibility by the application of force upon
a slidable member Solely in the direction of de
sired

25

of force thereto in the direction of desired mon

motion.

-

tensibility.

tion, the ratchet resisting motion in the opposite
or expanding direction. These slidable members

-

It is a further object of the present invention
to devise a "bracelet buckle which may be ex
panded as well as contracted in a simple manner
and without the necessity of employing compli
cated unlocking arrangements to achieve the ex
".

. .. . .

It is recognized that the prior art discloses
folding buckles having slidable members capable
of assuming a number of predetermined fixed
positions which may be easily contracted, but to

therefore could be easily slid to a more contracted 30
position but in order for them to be moved to
more expanded position, some form of release
applicant's knowledge it has never before been
mechanism had to be actuated, the said actua
proposed to employ such a buckle which is iust
tion including the application of force to the
as
easily extendible nor to devise such a buckle
35
buckle in a direction other than the direction of
desired outward motion of the slidable member.

structure which achieves this extensibility with

Indeed, in many cases it is necessary, in order to
expand the buckle, to first unfold it so as to re
lease the slidable member from the pawl and
ratchet arrangement and then to reposition the
slidable member. This gives rise to marked in
convenience in the manipulation of the buckle

construction thereof.

out in any way adding to the complexity of the

40

to render it most comfortable, at least when the

bracelet is to be expanded instead of contracted.

The occasions upon which it is desired to ex

45

pand the buckle slightly in order to increase the
confort of the Wearer thereof are many. Par

ticularly in hot weather, the wrist tends to ex
pand or swell, and a bracelet adjusted for com
fort in the morning or when in a cool place will
almost invariably need readjustment in an ex
panded direction by the afternoon, or when going
into a warm, place. Activity or exertion has a
similar effect on the wrist, the increased circu
lation of the blood apparently causing the wrist

It has also been proposed in the prior art to
employ in folding buckles having slidable mem
bers a spring active upon the slidable member
so as to resiliently urge it into retracted position
within the buckle. By combining such a spring
with the expansible and contractible features

above set forth in accordance with the teachings

of the present invention, there has been produced

a bracelet buckle the contractible and particular
ly the expansible nature of which is adequately
controlled so that there is no likelihood of the

50.bracelet being

SS

accidentally unfolded or dislodged

from the wrist of the wearer. . . . . .
To the accomplishment of the foregoing ob
jects and such other objects as may hereinafter
appear, the present invention relates to the ex
pandable and contractible buckle construction as

defined in the appended claims and as described
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companying drawings, in which:
Fig. is a side view of a watch bracelet and

4
equally in two directions, the direction of exten
sibility and the direction of contractibility.
The end section C is provided with a bottom

buckle combination embodying the present in

wall 30, side walls 32, and out-turned side wall

vention;
Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the buckle thereof,

portioned that when the buckle is folded, the in

3.

in this specification, taken together with the ac

the buckle being shown in folded and contracted
condition;
Fig. 3 is a cross-sectional side view taken along
the line 3-3 of Fig. 2;
Fig. 4 is an end cross-sectional view.taken along
the line 4-4 of Fig. 3;
Fig. 5 is a view similar to Fig. 3, but showing

ends 34. The Sections A, B and C are SO pro

termediate section B is foldable inside the end
section C and these two foldable sections are
then receivable within the top section A, the out
10 turned side wall ends 34 of the end Section C

passing through the inturned side wall ends 22

of the top section A.
The slidable member l) comprises a bottom

wall 36, an upward projection 38 at the inner end
thereof, depending side walls 40, and inturned
side Wall ends 42. The member D is slidable
within the top section A, being retained therein
by the top wall 8 and the inturned side wall ends
22 thereof. The top wall 8 of the top Section A
and the top wall 36 of the slidable member D
are spaced from one another and interposed be

E. slidable member in partially expanded posi

5

1On;

Fig. 6 is a side view of the buckle in unfolded
and fully expanded condition; and
Fig. 7 is a top view of the buckle of Fig. 6.
The buckle of the present invention comprises
a plurality of sections foldable upon one another,
these. Sections comprising the top section A, the
intermediate section, B and the end section C.
: A member. D. is mounted on one of the sections,
here shown as the top section A, so as to be slid
able therein between the contracted position
3 shown in FigS. 1, 2 and 3, and the expanded
position shown in Figs. 6 and 7, the member D
being capable of taking up a plurality of prede
termined fixed intermediate positions, one of
which is illustrated in Fig. 5. A positioning
structure comprising a detent element E and a
detent receiver F are provided, one on the slid
able member D and the other on any one of the
sections A, B or C. By way of concrete illus
tration, it is here shown on the intermediate
section B, but that is not essential to the inven

20

tween them is a spring 44 one end of Which, is
active upon the upward projection 38 on the
slidable member D. and the other end of which

25

is active upon a downturned portion 46 on the
top section A, the spring being compressed be
tween the projections 38 and 46 So as constantly
to urge the slidable member D into retracted po

30

slidable member DSO as to limit the in Ward mo
tion of that member (see Fig. 3, in which the

sition. A projection 48 may be provided on the
inward motion is limited by abutment of the
projection 48 on the projection 46).
The slidable member D is provided with a
detent element E, here shown in the form of a
resilient tongue 50 struck from the bottom wall
36 itself, integrally formed therewith, inclined
downwardly with respect thereto, and provided
at its extremity with the rounded detent Sur
face. 52. This surface 52 is adapted, when the
buckle is folded, to engage with the corruga
tions 28 defining the detent receiving surface F

tion. The positioning structure is so constructed
and arranged as to permit the slidable member
D to be moved either in or out of the top section
A upon the application of force thereto Solely in
the direction of desired motion, and this even

; while the buckle is in folded condition.

on the intermediate section B so as to retain the

As shown in Figs. 1 and 2, the buckle is adapted

to connect the free ends 2 and 4 of a pair of
flexible bracelet sections 6 and 8, the other ends

of which are attached in conventional manner to
a watch 0. The free end 2 of the bracelet Sec

tion 6 is fastened to the projecting end 12 of the
sidable member D while the end 4 of the bracelet

section 8 is fastened to the projecting end (4 of
the end member C. This attachment may be by
means of pintle pins 6. similar pins serving to

50

face F. Movement of the slidable member ID is

interconnect and pivotally attach the top, inter

mediate and end sections A, B and C to one an
other.
As here specifically disclosed, the top Section

facilitated by the resiliency of the tongue 58 and
55

is provided with a top wall 8 which represents
the exposed surface of the buckle when in folded
condition and which consequently may be suit

ably ornamented, side walls 20 and inturned side

slidable member D in any desired one of a plu
rality of fixed positions. By reason of the fact
that the corrugations 28 are equally inclined in
both directions, the slidable member D may be
moved in either direction, either to contract the
buckle or to expand the same, merely by the ap
plication of Sufficient force thereto to overcome
the resilient detent engagement between the
detent element E and the detent receiving Sur

60

Wall ends 22.

The intermediate section B is provided with a
bottom wall 24 and may optionally be provided
with upturned side walls 26, the side walls serv
ing merely as rigidity imparting members. The

by the rounded nature of its detent surface 52.
By means of this construction, it will be ap
parent that a buckle of simple construction has
been produced which, after being folded, may
either be contracted or expanded, within limits,
solely by the application of force thereto in the
direction of desired motion and without the
necessity of employing any additional structure

bottom wall 24 may be provided with corruga

designed to unlock the positioning structure SO
as to permit two way motion. Neither is it
necessary that the buckle be unfolded before ex
tensibility can be achieved.

directions so as to permit slidable motion only
in one direction, whereas the corrugations 28 are
equally inclined in both directions, so that slid

to contracted position, the unfolding of the
buckle itself providing sufficient increase in the
circumference of the bracelet to permit it to be
slipped over the hand of the user. As the buckle

The spring 44 performs two primary functions,
automatic sizing and accidental expansion pre
receiving surface F. It will be noted from an
venting. When the bracelet with the buckle un
examination particularly of Figs. 3, 5 and 6 that
these corrugations differ from a ratchet surface 70 folded is first placed on the wrist of the wearer,
in that the latter is inclined unequally in both the-slidable member D is urged by the spring 44

tions 28, these corrugations defining the detent

able motion of the member D may be permitted

5

5
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is folded, the bracelet is tightened against the
wrist of the user, thus forcing the slidable mem
ber D out to extend from the top section A
against the action of the spring 44. When the
buckle has been completely folded, it will be ap
parent that the slidable member D in coniunc
tion with the spring 44 has permitted the buckle
to size itself automatically to the Wrist of the
wearer. This function of the spring 44 has been
appreciated before.

6
of the inturned ends 42 with the out-turned ends

s

()

- The additional primary function which the
i spring 44 performs in the buckle of the present

34 may positively, prevent unfolding. In an op
tional arrangement, the engagement of the two
ends may be such as to permit them to be Snapped
into engagement at any position of the slidable
member D and disengaged by a lifting action on
the top Section A, the two ends automatically dis

engaging themselves without the necessity of any
Such lifting action. When the Slidable member D
is in its fully extended position.

In its preferred form, the length of the out
turned ends 34 of the end Section C are so posi
invention is to prevent accidental extensibility of
tioned that when the slidable ninenber D has been
the bracelet and at the same time permit a quite
moved to a position such that the Spring 44 causes
limited but definite degree of adjustability of the 5 engagement of the rounded detent surface 52
buckle. If the spring 44 were omitted, the only
with the end corrugation 28 (see Fig. 5), engage
resistance to the extensibility of the slidable
ment between the inturned ends 42 and the out
member D. Would be the resilient detent action

by the detent element E and the detent receiv

ing Surface F. Should the detent element E be

20

come weakened through use or should some
foreign matter on the detent receiving surfare F
prevent the proper functioning of the detent,

were it not for the spring 44 the buckle might
tend to become loose of even completely disen
gaged. The spring 44 therefore cooperates with

25 turned ends 42 and out-turned ends 34 all com

bining to make it possible to extend the slidable
member D to its last detent held position Without

the positioning structure to ensure that the
buckle and the bracelet will remain on the wrist.

Moreover, as will be noted particularly by ref
erence to Fig. 5, the corrugations 28 are prefer
ably spaced apart from one another a distance
Somewhat greater than that taken up by the
rounded surface 52 of the detent element E. The
Spring 44, by constantly urging the slidable mem

ber D into a retracted position, will always urge

turned ends 34 still takes place, that engagement
being destroyed only when the slidable member
D is extended still further, against the tension
of spring 44. In this way, accidental unfolding
of the buckle is at least to some extent prevented,
the spring 44, the slidable member D, detent ele
ment E, detent receiving surface F, and the in

permitting the buckle to become unfolded, it be
to the slidable member D to unfold the buckle.
Were it not for this preferred but optional spac
ing of the out-turned edges 34 and were it not
ing necessary to apply additional extending force

30

for the employment of the spring 44, this could
not be achieved.

6

the detent element Etoward the inner one of the
two corrugations 28 between which the detent

element E is positioned. Once the buckle has
been properly adjusted for a given wrist so as to
impart the greatest degree of comfort to the user
thereof, in other words, once the slidable mem
-ber D has been secured in one of its fixed inter

The buckle structure here described is in the
main even more simplified than that. Of more
conventional buckles which permit only contract

ibility and not expansibility of the buckle. By
means of this simplified construction, expansi
... } bility may be achieved as simply as contractibility.
By including the spring 44 in the construction,
not only is the buckle made self-adjusting as it
. mediate positions such as the position illustrated is folded, but a limited degree of resilient ex
in Fig. 5, some small degree of play or resilient
pansibility is imparted to the buckle after it has
expansibility still inheres in the bracelet. Thus, 5 been adjusted so as to take into account and
should the Wearer bend his Wrist so as to expand
allow for relatively Small increases in the Size of
the same, the spring 44 active upon the slidable
the Wrist. In addition, the spring 44 provides a
member D may be contracted somewhat, the slid
safety factor mitigating against accidental ex
able member D thus being permitted to move so
pansion of the buckle in the event of failure or
as to expand the buckle an amount approxi
Weakening of the positioning structure including
. mately equivalent to the Spacing between the
the detent element E and the detent receiving
corrugations 28. By this means transitory ex
surface F. The accidental unfolding of the
buckle is to a large extent positively prevented
pansions of the Wrist may be comfortably accom
modated without in any way destroying the semi
and in a preferred but optional arrangement, the
fixed nature of the adjustment or positioning of 55 slidable member D may be extended to its last
: the slidable member D by means of the detent
detent position without permitting the buckle to
- element, E and the detent receiving surface F.
unfold. All of the parts of the buckle of the
. Many methods may be employed to maintain
present invention may be easily fabricated since
...the buckle in folded position. In the structure
they
are all formed of sheet metal which may
here disclosed, the inturned side wall ends 42 of 60 be stamped or pressed to desired shape inexpen

the slidable member D project inwardly farther
... than the inturned side wall ends 22 of the top
Section A and to a Sufficient degree to be engage

sively and rapidly. .

... that when the slidable member D is in its fully
5. extended position, the inturned ends 42 thereof

insert the pintle pins 6 and the buckle is com
pletely assembled. It therefore appears that the

. Even the detent element E and the detent re

ceiving surface F are formed integrally with the
... able beneath the out-turned side wall ends 34 of
slidable member D and the intermediate section
the bottom member C. When this interengage 5 B respectively. Assembly problems are mini
ment occurs (see Fig. 4), the buckle is securely
mized, it being necessary only to insert the slida
- locked in folded position. As will be apparent
ble member D into the open end of the top section
from Figs. 6 and 7, the out-turned ends 34 of the
A, slide the spring 44 between the walls 8 and
end section C do not extend the entire length of
36, and then turn down the projection 46 on the
...that member. They are instead so positioned 70 top section A. After that, all that remains is to
no longer engage the out-turned ends 34 of the

- end section C. When this occurs, the buckle may

3 be unfolded. Until this occurs, the engagement.

75

buckle of the instant invention is not only as
simple as or more simple in construction and a S

sembly than corresponding buckles of the prior

2,588,656

7
justability and comfort to the wearer which are
not present in prior art buckles.
Although the buckle has been here described in
a specific form, it will be apparent that many
changes may be made in the detailed structure
thereof without departing from the spirit of the

8

a bottom wall, side walls and out-turned side
wall ends, said intermediate and said end Sec

art but it also provides additional features of ad

5

invention as defined in the following claim.S.
claim:

tions being foldable into said top section between
Said Side Walls, the bottom wall of said inter
mediate Section having a detent receiving Surface
inclined substantially equally in both directions,
a member slidable in said top section and having
a bottom wall, depending side walls and inturned
side wall ends, said ends being engageable under
the out-turned side wall ends of Said end Section

1. An expandable and contractible buckle com

except when said slidable member is fully ex
prising a top section having a top wall, side walls
tended from Said top section, a Spring active on
and inturned side wall ends, an intermediate Sec
Said slidable member to urge the same into re
tion having a bottom Wall pivoted to said top
tracted position, and a resilient detent element
Section, an end Section pivoted to said intermedi
ate Section and having a botton wall, side walls 15 projecting from said slidable member and en
gageable with the detent receiving Surface of Said
and out-turned side wall ends, said intermediate
intermediate Section. When said buckle is folded
and said end sections being foldable into said top
section between said side walls and past said in So that said member is movable at will in either
direction while said buckle is folded upon the ap
turned ends, the bottom wall of said intermediate
Section having a detent receiving surface inclined 20 plication of force thereto Solely in the direction
substantially equally in both directions, a member of desired motion.
4. An expandable and contractible buckle con
slidable in said top section and having a bottom
prising a top section having a top Wall and side
Wall, an upward projection at the inner end
walls, an intermediate section having a bottom
thereof, depending side walls and inturned side
wall ends, said ends being engageable under the 25 Wall pivoted to said top section, an end section
pivoted to said intermediate section and having
out-turned side wall ends of Said end Section
a bottom wall, side walls and out-turned side
except when said slidable member is fully ex
wall ends, said intermediate and said end sections
tended from said top section, a Spring engaged
being foldable into said top section between said
between said top section and said slidable mem
ber and active on the upward projection of Said 30 side walls, the bottom wall of said intermediate
Section having a detent receiving surface inclined
slidable member to urge the same into retracted
Substantially equally in both directions, a mem
position, and a resilient detent element projecting
ber slidable in said top section and having a bot
from said slidable member and engageable with
ton Wall, depending side Walls and inturned side
the detent receiving surface of said intermediate
wall ends, said ends being engageable under the
section when said buckle is folded so that said

out-turned side wall ends of said end section ex
cept when said slidable member is fully extended

member is movable at will in either direction

while Said buckle is folded upon the application of
force thereto Solely in the direction of desired
motion.

2. An expandable and contractible buckle com
prising a top section having a top Wall, side walls
and inturned side wall ends, an intermediate Sec
tion having a bottom wall pivted to said top
Section, an end section pivoted to said intermedi
ate section and having a botton wall, side Walls

from Said top Section, a Spring active upon said
slidable member to urge the same into retracted

40

position, and a resilient detent element having a
rounded engaging surface projecting from said
slidable member and engageable with the detent
receiving surface of said intermediate section

When Said buckle is folded so that said member
is movable at will in either direction. While said

buckle is folded upon the application of force
thereto solely in the direction of desired motion.
5. An expandable and contractible buckle com
prising a top Section having a top wall and side
Walls, an intermediate section having a, bottom

and out-turned side wall ends, said intermediate

and said end sections being foldable into said top
section between said side walls and past said in
turned ends, the bottom wall of said intermediate
Section having a detent receiving Surface in
clined substantially equally in both directions, a

wall pivoted to said top section, an end section
pivoted to said intermediate section and having
a bottom Wall, side walls and out-turned side
bottom wall, an upward projection at the inner
Wall ends, said intermediate and said end sections
end thereof, depending side walls and inturned
side wall ends, said ends being engageable under 55 being foldable into said top section between said
side walls, the bottom wall of said intermediate
the out-turned side wall ends of Said end Section
Section having a detent receiving surface in
except when said slidable member is fully ex
clined. Substantially equally in both directions, a
tended from said top section, a Spring engaged
member slidable in said top section and having
between said top section and said slidable mem

member slidable in said top section and having a

ber and active upon the upward projection of

60

the out-turned side wall ends of said end Section

tracted position, and a resilient detent element

having a rounded engaging surface projecting
from said slidable member and engageable with
the detent receiving surface of said intermediate

section when said buckle is folded so that said
member is movable at Will in either direction

while said buckle is folded upon the application
of force thereto solely in the direction of desired
motion.

3. An expandable and contractible buckie Con

prising a top section having a top wall and side
walls, an intermediate section having a bottom
wall pivoted to said top section, an end Section
pivoted to said intermediate section and having

a bottom wall, depending side walls and inturned

side Wall ends, said ends being engageable under

said slidable member to urge the same into re
65

except when said slidable member is fully ex
tended from said top section, a spring active on
said slidable member to urge the same into re
tracted position, and a resilient detent element
projecting from said slidable member and en
gageable with the detent receiving surface of

said intermediate Section when Said buckle is
70 folded so that said member is movable at will in

either direction while said buckle is folded upon

the application of force thereto solely in the

direction of desired motion, said detent element

and said detent receiving surface being so rela

tively positioned that when said détent element

2,588,655

10
ber
in
each
of
its
detented
positions, said posi
tioning structure being engageable when said

is in contact with the outer end of said detent
receiving surface, urged into said contact by Said
Spring, the inturned side wall ends of said slid
able member are still engaged under the Out
turned side wall ends of said end section.

buckle is folded and being so constructed and ar

ranged as to retain said slidable member in any
one of a plurality of positions with a limited de

6. An expandable and contractible buckle com

gree of resilient slidability in said positions but
permit Said member to be manually slid in either
direction beyond said limited degree upon the ap
plication of force thereto solely in the direction

prising a top section having a top wall and side
walls, an intermediate section having a bottom
Wall pivoted to said top section, an end section

pivoted to said intermediate section and having () of desired motion.
a bottom wall, side walls and out-turned side
9. An expandable and Contractiole buckle coin
Wall ends, said intermediate and said end sections
prising a plurality of Sections foldable upon one
being foldable into said top section between said
another, a member slidable in one of said sec
side walls, the bottom wall of said intermediate
tions, a Spring active upon said member to urge
Section having a detent receiving surface inclined
it into retracted position. Within said Section, a
Substantially equally in both directions, a mem
resilient tongue projecting from said member to
ber slidable in said top section and having a
Ward One of Said Sections, and corrugations in
bottom wall, depending side walls and inturned
said
one of said sections engageable with said
side Wall ends, said ends being engageable undeir
tongue So that said member may be fixed in slid
the out-turned side Wall ends of said end section 20 able position, Said corrugations being Substan
except when said slidable member is fully ex
tially equally inclined in both directions so that
tended from said top section, a Spring active
Said member is movable at will in either direction
upon said slidable member to urge the same into
While said buckle is folded upon the application
retracted position, and a resilient detent element
of force thereto Solely in the direction of de
having a rounded engaging surface projecting 25 sired
motion, said slidable member, except when
from said slidable member and engageable with
in Substantially fully extended position, engaging
the detent receiving surface of said intermediate
a Section other than the one in which it is slid

Section when said buckle is folded so that said
member is movable at will in either direction

while said buckle is folded upon the application
of force thereto Solely in the direction of desired
motion, said detent element and said detent re
ceiving Surface being so relatively positioned that

30

able so as to maintain said buckle in folded re
lationship, said resilient tongue and said corru
gations being so relatively positioned that when
Said tongue is in contact with the outer surface

of the outer One of said corrugations, urged into
Said
contact by Said spring, Said slidable member
When Said detent element is in contact With the
is still engaged with said other section, said spring
outer end of said detent receiving Surface, urged 35 thus preventing accidental opening of said buckle.
into said contact by said spring, the inturned
10. An expandable and contractible buckle
side wall ends of said slidable member are still
comprising a plurality of Sections foldable upon
engaged under the out-turned side Wall ends of

One another, a member slidable in One of Said
Sections, a Spring active upon said member to
7. An expandable and contractible buckle com 40 urge it into retracted position within said section,
prising a plurality of Sections foldable upon one
a resilient tongue projecting from said member
another, a member slidable in one of said sections,
toward one of Said Sections, said corrugations in
a spring active upon said member to urge it Said one of Said sections engageable with Said
into retracted position. Within said Section, and
tongue, Said Corrugations being so spaced from
positioning structure comprising a detent ele 45 One another relative to the size of said tongue
ment and a cooperating detent receiver on said
as to permit Some freedom of movement of said
member and one of said Sections, said member,
tongue
between said corrugations, the coopera
except when in Substantially fully extended posi
tion between said corrugations and said tongue
tion, engaging a section other than the one within
thus fixing said slidable member in any one of a
which it is slidable so as to maintain Said buckle 50 plurality of positions and permitting said slid
in folded relation, said positioning structure be
able member a limited degree of resilient slidabil
ing engageable when said buckle is folded and
ity, Said corrugations being substantially equally
being SO constructed and arranged as to retain
inclined in both directions so that said member
said end Section.

said slidable member in any one of a plurality
of positions but permit Said member to be man
ually slid in either direction upon the application
of force thereto Solely in the direction of desired
motion, said detent element and said detent re
ceiver being so relatively positioned that when

55

buckle is folded upon the application of force
thereto solely in the direction of desired motion.
HENRY JAMES ONELL.

said detent element is in contact with the Outer 60

end of said detent receiver, urged into said con
tact by said Spring, said member is still engaged
with said section, said spring thus preventing

accidental opening of said buckle,
8. An expandable and contractible buckle com
prising a plurality of sections foldable upon one
another, a member slidable in one of said sections,
a spring active upon said member to urge it into

is movable at will in either direction while said
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